
Model:   SC™-2
Available	Finishes:			Black,	Cherryburst,	Vintage	Tobaccoburst

FEATURES

24.75” scale•	
22 Jumbo frets•	
15 degree headstock pitch•	
Rock	Maple	neck	with	Rosewood	fingerboard•	
Chrome plated hardware•	
2- Peavey USA Design SC2 series alnico humbucking pickups•	
Three- a-side, diecast tuners, keystone buttons, 15-1 Ratio•	
1.69” nut width •	
2 volume and 2 tone controls•	
D style neck shape•	
14” fretboard radius•	
Set	neck	with	“extended	tail”	construction•	
Heavy duty tailpiece and bridge•	
Basswood	body•	
Deeply carved top•	
Composite topnut•	
Body	and	neck	color	matched•	
Dual action torsion rod•	
Available	finishes:	•	 Black	(BLK),	Cherryburst	(CHB),	Vintage	Tobaccoburst	(VTB)
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NECK DIMENSIONS
Scale/Length:   24.75”, 22 frets                                                                    

a.	Width	at	Nut:				1.69”		(43mm)																																																													

b.	Width	at	Last	Fret:			2.25”	(57.5mm)																																																										

c.	Thickness	at	1st	Fret:		.846”	(21.5mm)																																																					

d.	Thickness	at	12th	Fret:		.896”		(22.75mm)																																												

Radius:  14”                             

SPECIFICATIONS
Neck	Material:		Maple																																																																																			

Neck	Type:			SC	series	D	neck	shape,	set	neck																																																																																												

Hardware Color:   Chrome                                                                                

Body	Wood:		Basswood																																																																																				

Fingerboard:   Rosewood                                                                                    

Inlays:  Top marker white Dot 6mm, side marker white dot 2mm

Frets:  2.7mm wide,1.1mm tall, 18% nickel silver

Bridge:	Tune-o-matic, chrome w/die cast top mount tailpiece 

Neck	Pickup:		Humbucker	with	chrome	cover

Bridge	Pickup:	Humbucker	with	chrome	cover

SPECIAL FEATURES

Improved upper fret access.  Specially design and calibrated SC series Alnico pickups voiced for 

each	position.	Sleek,	comfortable	body	design	with	rear	waist	cutaway.				“Extended	Tail	Construction”	

refers	to	the	way	the	neck	is	attached	to	the	body.		On	the	SC™-2,	the	neck	pocket	is	extended	all	the	

way to the pickup cavity, vastly increasing the amount of contact area of the neck to the integral cen-

ter body section of the body.  This has the effect of increasing the sustain of the guitar and is a feature 

not seen on guitars costing many times as much as the SC-2.



NECK PICKUP

Peavey	USA	Design	SC	series	2	voiced	for	neck	position

Construction:  Humbucking, dual coil      

Magnet	Type:  Calibrated Alnico 2 bar magnet

Description:  Output and frequency response tailored for neck position, 7.4k dc.   Fully shielded with 

chrome	cover.		4	conductor	shielded	hookup	cable,	fully	wax	saturated	to	eliminate	unwanted	noise	

and	feedback.		6	screw	adjustable	polepiece	design.			Pickup	designed	for	clear	high	end,	medium	

output with smooth, warm low end without being muddy. The combination of a calibrated Alnico 2 

bar	magnet	and	precise	coil	winding	process	makes	the	SC-2	neck	perfect	for	Jazz,	Blues	and	the	

vintage	“woman	tone”	made	popular	in	the	late	60’s.		Even	at	the	highest	volume	levels,	the	SC-2	

neck pickup will remain articulate, yet warm and smooth. Awesome picking dynamics and full range 

of	response	are	trademarks	of	the	SC-2	neck	pickup.	Volume	control	w’	rolloff	circuit	retains	high	end	

even at reduced volume levels.

BRIDGE PICKUP
Peavey®	USA	Design	SC™	series	2	voiced	for	bridge	position

Construction:  Humbucking, dual coil      

Magnet	Type:  Alnico 5 bar magnet

Description:  Output and frequency tailored for SC-2 body/neck construction, 12k dc.   Fully shielded 

with	chrome	cover.		4	conductor	shielded	hookup	cable,	fully	wax	saturated	to	eliminate	unwanted	

noise	and	feedback.		Adjustable	6	screw	polepiece	design.		Pickup	designed	for	clear	high	end,	

increased output and even midrange response.  Calibrated Alnico 5 magnet adds warmth and in-

creased output. Frequency tailored coil winding improves high end presence for smooth sustain and 

extra	“bite”	for	solo	and	lead	work.		Volume	control	with	roll	off	circuit	retains	high	end	with	decreased	



SC™-2 PICKUP SWITCHING
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Thank you for purchasing genuine peavey® producTs!

AVAILABLE CASES/BAGS

Peavey Part #00444840 Rectangular Guitar Case
Peavey	Part	#00478950	Molded		Electric	Guitar	Case

Peavey	Part	#00722780	Nylon	Guitar	Bag	


